Industry’s Finest Tray & Bowl Loading System

- Fills trays/bowls at up to 150/min
- Speeds easily change to match line-speed; simple servo setting
- Precise targeted dumps into small tray/bowl partitions
- Easy to clean. No-tool wheel removal.
- Entire operation visible to operator; no hidden parts.
- Run hard-to-handle odd-shaped or sticky products.
- Increased transfer time with unique design.

Triangle inline weigher paired with 2 Triangle rotary fillers
**Machine Construction**
USDA Washdown; Stainless Steel Frame; Available in Nema, Nema 4X and 6P; Sealed Cabinets w/ Dryers; UL, CSA

**Speeds**
Scale: Dual discharges at 60 WPM (120 BPM net)

**Controls**
Rockwell Automation ControlLogix
Available with Advanced Diagnostics and Data Acquisition

**Service**
22 Service Technicians
14 Years Average Tenure

**Training**
FAT at Triangle before shipment
Custom Training Programs

**Tray Styles:**
- SINGLE COMPARTMENT
- MULTIPLE COMPARTMENT

**Bowl & Tray Loading System Specifications**
- Traditional 1-compartment HMR Tray
- Targeted loading for split or compartmentalized trays